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Women voting in Argentina.

This book belongs to: ________________________________
El Voto Femenino Bingo

Explore the exhibits. Look for the photos, symbols, and objects shown below. Place an “X” on each picture as you find them. When you have five in a row or in a column, you have a Bingo!

Now that you’ve explored the exhibits, what do you think is missing?
Design Your Own Money

In many countries, women from their respective suffrage movements are depicted on their country’s money. Why were these women chosen to be on money?

Design the front of your own money. Remember to choose a person worthy of being on your money. Why did you choose this person? In your design, make sure to include colors, a motto, and a currency amount.

Locate two women in the exhibit that are on money. Who are they and from which countries?
A Suffrage Postcard

In the United States, postcards were created by women’s groups and other groups to get the suffrage (and anti-suffrage) word out to the people.

Is there something that you care about that you want to tell people? Is there something that you want to change?

Use the outline below to create your own postcard. Draw a picture that would help drive home your point on the front. Write to a friend or family member on the back.
El Voto Femenino Word Search

Word List:
- AMENDMENT
- CONSTITUTION
- EQUALITY
- JUSTICE
- RATIFICATION
- VOTE
- SUFFRAGE
- LATIN
- AMERICA
- CENTRAL
- HISPANIC
- LATINA
- NEW
- MEXICO
- BERTHA
- LUTZ
- IDAR
- CLARA
- PERON
- ELENA
- CAFFARENA
- JOVITA
- CAMPOAMOR
- ZOILA
- CUCA
- GARCIA
- NINA
- OTERO
- WARREN

National Hispanic Cultural Center, History & Literary Arts, 2020
Draw someone who inspires you!
Ratification Banner

In the United States, once the 19th Amendment was passed by Congress, it had to be ratified by 75% of the states. In 1920, there were 48 states. How many states needed to ratify the amendment for it to become part of the U.S. Constitution? _____________

As each state ratified the amendment, members of the National Women’s Party sewed a star on a purple, white, and gold banner.

Activity

Color in the banner (right) and write the names of the 1st and 32nd states to ratify the 19th Amendment.

1. _____________ 19. Maine
2. Illinois 20. North Dakota
4. Kansas 22. Colorado
5. New York 23. Kentucky
6. Ohio 24. Rhode Island
8. Massachusetts 26. Indiana
9. Texas 27. Wyoming
10. Iowa 28. Nevada
11. Missouri 29. New Jersey
12. Arkansas 30. Idaho
14. Nebraska 32. _____________
15. Montana 33. Oklahoma
16. New Hampshire 34. West Virginia
17. Utah 35. Washington
18. California 36. Tennessee

National Hispanic Cultural Center, History & Literary Arts, 2020
Make a Banner

Is there something that you care about that you want to tell people? Is there something that you want to change? Many women’s groups around the world got their message out by using banners at pickets and parades.

Activity

Look around the exhibit and find banners in images. Ask yourself these questions:

Are they effective? Do they make you think more about the issue?

What words are the most noticeable? Are the slogans long or short?

What other things did the women use to send their messages?

Use the outline to the right to make your own banner!